MILLIONS OF RIGHTS-CLEARED IMAGES SELECTED FOR EDUCATIONAL RELEVANCE

Access millions of images from more than 50
of the world’s best and most respected image
libraries – all from one safe site

Save time and money

Be confident in the images used

ImageQuest™ provides a unique collection from
trustworthy sources. With images of every topic in one
convenient cost-effective site, student and faculty don’t
have to spend time combing through multiple Web sites
looking for images or worry about copyright infringement.

Each photo or illustration comes with complete metadata,
including the source, the copyright holder, caption and
keywords. Because Britannica has done the work of finding
the best photos — most of which are not freely available on
the Web — you can trust the source.

Fast, easy to use and
uniquely designed to
meet the needs of the
education community

Easily access the
world’s best images
selected for their
educational relevance

New and improved
design is more visual,
more intuitive and
more flexible

IMAGE QUEST

TM

NOW BETTER THAN EVER!

The world’s best collections at one convenient site
Fast, safe, easy to use for all ages
Collections include the Bridgeman Art Library, Dorling Kindersley Images, Getty Images, National Geographic
Society, Nature Picture Library, Science Photo Library and other leading names. All have joined with Britannica®
to provide the best and broadest collection of proprietary educational imagery.

Key Features
All images are
rights cleared for
educational use

Clear copyright and source
information for correct
citation and reference

Classroom-ready for LMS,
whiteboards, tablets,
notebooks, PC & Mac

Preview images by
horizontal, vertical
and square shape

Select from over 50 of
the world’s best image
libraries

My Images feature
for browsing review
and selection

Individual login to
save and organise
your images

Predictive search with
improved filtering

Print, download, save
or email images
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